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Literacy Processing Theory

“A theory of literacy processing is … 
more helpful for teachers of young 
children having severe difficulty 
learning to read and write.”

Clay, 2001, p. 235
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Language Hierarchy
LL, p. 146 (126)

Meaning The complete story

Structure Sentence

Phrase

Visual Word

Cluster/ chunk

Letter

Letter feature

Clay and Rumelhart

• In early reading, learner uses only some of 
the letter information (Clay, 2001, 109)

• Apprehension of information at one level is 
partially determined by higher levels of 
analysis (Rumelhart, 2014, 723)

•Highest Level: Meaning

• Lowest Level: Print/letter feature
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The Visual side of literacy:

Locating responses

Learning to look at print

Letter identification

Breaking and constructing, which 

sharpen perception

Taking words apart while reading

Visual perception of printed language

special task

consists of large set of new learnings

takes time to master

improves with practice

a challenging process when stimuli are new

Exposure and specific learning are necessary.

BL, p. 260
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Predictions of Progress

At the end of the teaching program, Jason will know 

how to:

• search for and use all sources of information to 

monitor his reading;

• search and use all sources of information in 

order to predict, confirm, or self-correct a 

response;

• know how to take words apart in reading and 

construct words in writing in order to read and 

write more difficult text.

In the next few weeks, he will need to know how to:

• consistently move in a L to R directional 

movement in reading and writing;

• monitor his reading by matching one to one, 

and using known words;

• read and write high frequency words;

• say words slowly and record sounds in 

sequence.
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Extra work will be needed on:

• learning letter names/sounds;

• learning to form letters correctly;

• coordinating eye, movement, saying;

• understanding the concept of a word

and how to learn words.

Foundational Skills for Literacy Processing

Control his visual attention to print

1. Where to look/how to direct the eyes

2. What to look for

3. How to move eyes across print 

4. Working left to right in sequence

• Across words (p. 19)

• Breaking letters out of words
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Extending Letter Knowledge

“Remembering is about more than just recalling 
something the teacher required the child to 
attend to.”

It is about decision-making on a complex task.

The preliminary step is to capture the attention 
of the child’s brain.  What it has attended to 
(and acted upon) is what the brain is likely to 
remember.

p. 176: Squire

Classification

• Visual Form:  size, shape, angles, curves

• Formation/movement and the language 
that accompanies that movement 

• A word that  begins with H or h

• Very personal

• Two forms: capital and lower case  
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Instructional Considerations
Actions/Decisions

Making Decisions, Taking Action

Match, pair, group letters

Find all the letters that look like this ____

Find all the m’s

Teach for the strategic use of visual information

Teaching as Assisted Performance

Teacher Student

Models Internalizes
Demonstrates Self-Assisted
Scaffolds Performs
Prompts Independently
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Prompting to use Visual Information

Build the recognition systems by careful teaching

Demonstrate how to use that information in text

Scaffold as needed

Prompt for the child’s independent application 

Locating what to attend to

Teach—Demonstrate—Model

Code with language

Establishing 1 to 1:

Page  56 (16)

Page  57 (17)

Early learning

Intermediate steps

Advanced learning
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Prompts – Text Reading

High Teacher Support:

Use a pointer and make it match.

Read it with your finger.

Move toward Reader Independence

Did that match?

Information Source: Letters sequence (first letter)

Establish understanding

Reinforce after a correct response.

You were right.  You checked the beginning letter.

That’s what good readers do.

After using Meaning, link to letter knowledge.

Yes, and there’s another way to check.  

You know the letter at the beginning of the word

table: t.  Here it is.  Say table slowly, do you hear t?

Good readers can check in 2 ways:  

the picture and the first letter.  

You can do that the next time.
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What can the child to unassisted?

What behaviors require assistance?

What is the appropriate level of 

teacher assistance, or

prompting?

Scaffolding & supporting

Calling for independence

Teach how to search M and V (1
st

letter)

Let’s check the picture

Cover the word:

What letter would you expect to

see at the beginning of worm?

Does it look right?

Read it to make sure it makes sense

and sounds right.

Were you right?

Good readers check the picture and 

check to see if the word looks right.
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Prompts:

High teacher support:

What would you expect to see at the beginning?

Less teacher support:

Try that again and think what would look right.

Reader Independence:

Try that again.

Cross checking, p.135-136 (108 – 109) 

It could be Mother looked for David under the rug.  But look at 

the m.

Unable to get it:

Go back to a monitoring prompt:

What letter would you expect to see at the 

beginning of rug?

Insert possible words (fit M&S), so he focuses on V:

Mother looked…under the rug, mat, carpet.

Are you right?
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Prompting

High Teacher Support

Check to see if that looks right and makes sense.

Check to see if that looks right and sounds right.

Reader Independence:

Try that again.

Updating Predictions of Progress

In the next few weeks, he will need to know how to:

• initiate use of what he knows about letters and 

words to get to new words in reading;

• scan words visually in order to identify and attend

to distinctive features of words;

• recognize and use known word chunks in taking 

words apart;

• use analogy to write new words;

• write an increasing number of words independently.
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Instruction involves

Active models of skilled performance

Scaffolds to support the learner

Ample opportunities to practice

Opportunities to demonstrate skill

Establish the task: Construct words in isolation

LL, p. 156 (148)

Model of skilled performance

Demonstrate for the child

Finding help within the word, p.149-150 (131)

Syllable break (par ty)

Inflectional ending (go ing)

Prefix/Suffix (replay; farmer)

Onset/Rime (m at;  tr ain)
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The teacher must demonstrate

Create memorable examples (p.142–143)

Construct the word with magnetic letters

Write on a whiteboard

Divide the word in print (use a card)

The teacher must support the child’s attempts

Take this card, divide the word

Praise good approximations

Use appropriate language

Do I know a word that sounds like this one?

The part that looks the same can help you think of how

it will sound the same.

Demonstrate:

1. This is a word you know, went.

2. I’m going to use the last part to figure out 

a new word.  

Went to sent

3.   What is the same?  Seeing the part that looks the same

can help you think of how the words sound the same.
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Manipulate

4. Here is the word you know:  went.

5. Use what you know about went to read this 

new word:  bent.

Show what is the same

Show how to break onset/rime, p. 131

Ample practice

Many days, many lessons

As the child’s control increases, the teacher may

ask the child to contribute more to the activity.

Suggest the initial word.

Name a rhyming word.

Call on the child to supply examples:

Make another word that sounds like that.

Make another word that looks like that.

Make another word that ends like that.

Make another word that starts like that.
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A scale of help:

The teacher constructs part of the word making it larger.

The teacher divides the word in print with finger or masking 

card.

The teacher articulates the part clearly and the child locates 

the part.

The child divides the word with his finger on print or uses a 

card to mask it in some way.

Prompt to the word beginning, or to the end, or to any 

known part.

Let the child solve the word.

LL, p. 152 (132 -133)

In text reading

Establish understanding

Reinforce after a correct response.

You were right.  You noticed a part in

this word that you know.  Book has a 

part like look.

You know they could sound the same.
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Teacher Prompts:

High teacher support:

Do you know a word that starts with those letters?

Do you know a word like that?

Reader Independence:

What could you try?

Visual Information: Taking Words Apart in Reading 

Helpful questions to prompt solving, p. 152 (132):

After success in word solving:

How did you know it was…

When the child stops at a new word:

Look for something that would help you.

Do you know a word that looks like that?

Do you know a word that starts with those letters?

What can you see that might help?

What do you know that might help?
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Updating Predictions of Progress

In the next few weeks, he will be able to:

• process and integrate information from

all sources in order to read with understanding

(including taking words apart on the run);

• write personal messages fluently using a range

of approaches/strategies to write new words.

Teachers create the best conditions for children to 
construct working systems by :

• Selecting the right books, engaging children in 
personal writing

• Posing just right challenges to the child

• Observing very carefully

• Interacting appropriately

• Continually analyzing, reflecting, adjusting


